DATE: January 27, 2000

Hawaii Technical Notes Announcement No. 3

TO: Field Offices
   PMC
   Hawaii Resource Office
   State Office (3 copies total)

FROM: Larry Yamamoto, State Resource Conservationist

SUBJECT: Distribution of Production Costs of Selected Vegetable Crops in Hawaii

Attached is the subject material for insertion into the Hawaii Technical Notes Binder.

Economics / Sociology Technical Note - No. 6 includes four documents: a CES publication, a full report, instructions for downloading the coordinating crop budget computer program off the Internet, and the User’s Manual for the Crop Budget Program. The materials were developed in cooperation with NRCS.

FILING INSTRUCTIONS:
- Log this announcement in the Announcements index in the front of the binder.
- File this announcement in the front of Announcement No. 2.
- Log Technical Note No. 6 in the Economics / Sociology Technical Notes Index.
- File Technical Note No. 6 after Economics / Sociology Technical Note No. 5.

Five additional copies of the CES publication have been attached for your use and distribution to interested clients.

If you have any questions regarding the material or would like to request training on the use of the material, please contact Gail Ichikawa at (808) 541-2600 extension 110.